My Memories Suite 3.0.2

Enhancements:
Shapes can be filled with a photo via the newly added Photo button in the Shapes control panel.
Mac users: When adding a photo to an album we now use the native Mac file chooser which integrates iPhoto support.

Bug Fixes:
Exporting album pages to the pdf format did not always honor the current album size. Exported pdf's now match the document size with the album size. 
Fixed an issue where default black Text color wasn't really black.
Photo Album Wizard - Fixed a problem on the book preview page where the page thumbnails were getting cut-off.
The Share Album menu items sometimes got out of sync with the Share Album Control Panel.
Under rare conditions, some page objects could wind up with a width or height of zero which made them un-selectable.

My Memories Suite 3.0.1

Enhancements:
The Calendar settings dialog now renders the available font names in the corresponding font. Also, the font drop down lists are searchable just like the font drop downs in the Text and Word Art control panels.
Adjusted the search timer so that it does not start searching so quickly while typing in the search field for embellishments, shapes, and imprints. Also set the minimum search term length to 3 characters. This reduces the chance for a search to begin with a shorter search term which can cause very long search operations.

Bug Fixes:
Fixed an issue with setting mattes and shadows on grouped objects.
Fixed issue with Word Art objects when applying a shadow to all Text objects in the album. Word Art objects are an extension of the Text objects but render their shadows differently so they should not be included when applying shadows to all Text.
Fixed bug with dragging a page that is not the current page and dropping it in the same place. The dragged page is shown as selected but the canvas shows a different page.
The Bold and Italics style buttons in the Calendar settings dialog were not being rendered properly. On the Mac they were not visible and on Windows they appeared but had no icons.
The Resource Gallery size could get set to be to narrow to show the whole gallery when collapsing and expanding.
Java 7: Fixed a problem with the Shadow properties dialog appearing translucent when My Memories Suite is running on Java 7. Java 7 added a new feature to allow windows to be drawn with opacity and this caused the Shadow properties dialog to appear translucent with same opacity as the shadow.
Windows: Fixed an issue with menu bar icons changing to yellow check marks after searching in any of the font drop down lists.




